To

The Chief General Manager
CHTD/MH Telecom Circle
BSNL


Subject: Transfer of staff of ILD Gateways from Territorial Circle to NC NGN Circle after conversion of TDM ILD Gateways into NGN TMG's.

Sir,

NC NGN Circle, BSNL is now carrying out Operation and Maintenance of NGN IMS Core equipments. After migration of TDM ILD Gateways to NGN TMGs, all the important activities of ILD Gateway will be carried out from Core Sites.

2. In view of the above, and with de-commissioning of ILD Gateways at Thane (Mumbai) and Chennai (Harbour), it has been decided by the Competent Authority that all the staff/executives presently working on these sites, are hereby treated to be transferred from Territorial Circles to CGM, NC NGN with immediate effect.

This issues with the approval of the CMD, BSNL.

Copy to:

1. PS to CMD, BSNL
2. PS to All Directors, BSNL.
3. All EDs, BSNL
4. CGM, NC NGN, New Delhi.
5. GM(Pers/Estt.), Jt.GM(Pers)/DGM(Estt), BSNL CO, New Delhi.
6. O/C.